
And plugging the gaps!



1. You now need to take stock and plan how you will achieve full Atlas 2020 coverage 
across your vice-county in the remaining three years  

2. If starting afresh, a typical plan would involve listing the hectads in the VC and 
deciding how many tetrads or monads to aim to survey in each.1

3. Then assess how many squares have already been well recorded and work out how 
many remain to be recorded. 

4. Originally, we specified a minimum sample of five selected tetrads per full hectad or 
pro rata.  

5. But we’d much prefer it if people recorded in monads.  To achieve the equivalent re-
recording rate statistically you need to survey 16 selected monads.  

6. Which is a lot and you need to be realistic about much can be done in the time 
available to you and your regular contributors.  

7. Remember - it is supposed to be fun!    

1. With an adjustment for partial hectads. 



If your numbers don’t stack up, you must ask for help:-

1. Ask local members (or non-members) who are not already 
contributing

2. Ask neighbouring recorders if they might help

3. Advertise for help in BSBI News or the Scottish Newsletter

4. Assign squares to your volunteers

5. Organise recording field meetings

6. Or ask me for other ideas (like holding Recording Weeks)



Here are eight different ways…

 Probably no single way is best – all have pros and cons 

 And some are definitely simpler than others... 

 All depend on all your records being digitised and on the 
BSBI DDb!





Advantages

 Simple

 Easy to look up species by species.

Disadvantages

 MM may not have all the records that the DDb has (e.g. pre-2000, 
or third-party records)

 Tricky to set up to view species or record density maps for 
monads or tetrads



Generally, the more intensive surveys per hectad the better and any full hectads with 

few tetrad surveys probably need a closer look. 



Advantages

 The Taxa not refound since 2000 map can give a good overall indication of progress in 
each hectad

 Easy to spot the hectads with few tetrad surveys on the Number of Intensive tetrad 
surveys map. Any full hectads with few tetrad surveys probably need a closer look. 

Disadvantages

 You do need to have all the VC data in the DDb (and not stuck in MM or on paper!)

 The Taxa not refound since 2000 map may falsely indicate post 1999 under-recording if 
hectads were well recorded 1987-1999.

 Or, conversely, it may falsely indicate that hectads are well recorded post 1999, if they 
had been poorly recorded 1987-1999.



One set of these maps shows the number of taxa recorded in each monad and the 

other shows the number of taxa recorded in each tetrad – for each county 

against a simple very clear backdrop showing rivers, lochs and roads.



Advantages

 Simple, very clear

 Gives an absolute impression with no reference to previous recording or 
records

Disadvantages

 Any map with number ranges needs careful interpretation

 The tetrad maps can give impression of better coverage

 Gives an absolute impression with no reference to previous recording or 
records





Advantages

 Simple, very clear

 Require little interpretation

Disadvantages

 Same criteria used across Scotland 

 (But there is a version with 200+ taxa per tetrad) 



The analysis below the VC maps on the My County Atlas 2020 Survey Coverage tab.



Advantages

 Great if you want to drill down and see how your Atlas 2020 recording is going

 Helpfully works out how many tetrads in each partial hectad you should survey

 Can (and should) adjust defaults to suit your VC.

Disadvantages

 Complicated

 May falsely indicate post 1999 under-recording if  squares were previously well recorded.

 May falsely indicate well recorded squares post 1999 if previously poorly recorded.

 Default settings may not be suitable for all squares in your VC.

 Only gives details for hectads and tetrads (not monads)



A very simple check which anyone can do (even without a login): Just type the 

hectad or tetrad grid reference in the Grid Reference Lookup tool. 

Then click the View Taxon list for hectad… 

http://bsbidb.org.uk/gridref.php


Tick sort recent records separately and click show taxon list.  Et voilà! All the taxa 

that haven’t been re-recorded since 2000 are in feint at the top of the list.  And 

all the taxa that have been recorded post 1999 are in bold further down. 



Advantages

 Simple

 Anyone can do it (even without a login)1

 Useful to pick-up accidentally over-looked common species

 Useful to identify notable species that have not been recorded 
post 1999

Disadvantages

Does rely on reasonably well-recorded squares pre 2000

1. With a login it can also be done for monads.



Enter your VC, return; date recorded 1987, from, More Options Group by…species 

excluding higher ranks, More Options… Distinct hectads, More Options… 

subdivide by dateclass custom, Dates 1987, 2000. Then click display results.

Or click here and just amend the VC and click display results.





Interesting to sort by clicking the 2000 column to show species that have been 

recorded pre 2000 but not post 1999.



Or by the 1987-1999 column to show species that have been recorded post 1999 

but not pre 2000.



Advantages

 Fairly simple

 Good for looking at species level

Disadvantages

 Any pre/post 2000 comparison depends on how well recorded 
squares were pre 1999

 Less good for getting a square by square overview



Finally another interesting map from Andy….


